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PROXIMITY 

Introduction 
Items relating to each other should be grouped close together. When several items are in close 

proximity to each other, they become one visual unit rather than several separate units. This helps 

organize information, reduces clutter, and gives the reader a clear structure. 

The Principle of Proximity encourages artists to group related items together, move them physically 

close to each other so the related items are seen as one cohesive group rather than a scattering of 

unrelated information. 

Items or groups of information that are not related to each other should not be in close proximity (near) 

to the other elements.  This help give the reader an instant visual clue about what is and is not related. 

 

 

 

See how the last 4 flowers are grouped together.   

We might not know why or how, but we definitely  

see that they are grouped. 

Physical closeness implies relationship. 
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With each business card: 

 Do you know where to start reading? 

 Does your eye stop 5 times?  

 Is related information grouped together? 

 

 

 

 Are related items grouped together? 

 Is all-caps necessary?  (All-caps takes up more space.) 

 Rounded corners require extra space, but is it well used?   

Straight corners look stronger and cleaner. 

 Be bold!  Place the logo to overlap the edge. 
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 Intentionally separate groups with space. 

 Repeat the contrast of the headings. 

 

 

 Group items for easy reading. 

 Details can be in small fonts.  This allows important information to be larger and bold. 

 Headings don’t need to only use one font.  Sub-headings can have a different font (“Henry”). 
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. 

 

 

 Scattering text does not make it easier to 

read! 

 Proper grouping of related ideas saves 

space for larger headings and more 

information 

 The headings below were the same distance 

from the text above and the text below. 

 Straight lines of text (“left flush”) provide a 

border/frame for the image. 
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 Use space to separate the elements. 

 Find (or choose) headings and use space to separate or indent. 

 Use contrasting fonts to show difference – and repeat the fonts to show similarities 

 

 

 

 The links across the top are now grouped in the left sidebar. 

 The text now has a simple “left flush” so the clean line separates from the sidebar (without 

needing a actual line). 

 The image is moved to be beside the title, as they both draw the eye together. 

 Move the unimportant slogan to be underneath and smaller. 
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Summary of Proximity 

 
When several items are in close proximity to each other, they become one visual unit rather than 

several separate units. Items relating to each other should be grouped together. Be conscious of where 

your eye is going: 

 Where do you start looking? 

 What path do you follow? 

 Where do you end up? 

 After you've read it, where does your eye go next? 

 You should be able to follow a logical progression through the piece, from a definite beginning 

to a definite end.  

 

Basic Purpose 
The basic purpose of proximity is to organize. 

Other principles come into play as well, but simply grouping related elements together into closer 

proximity automatically creates organization. If the information is organized, it is more likely to be read 

and more likely to be remembered. 

As a by-product of organizing the communication, you also create more appealing (more organized) 

white space (which is a designers' favorite thing). 

 

How to get it 
Squint your eyes slightly and count the number of visual elements on the page by counting the number 

of times your eye stops. 

If there are more than three to five items on the page (depending on the piece), then that is too many.  

See which of the separate elements can be grouped together into closer proximity to become one visual 

unit. 

What to avoid 
 Don't be afraid of empty space. 

 Don't stick things in the corners or in the middle just because there is space. 

 Avoid too many separate elements on a page. 

 Avoid leaving equal amounts of white space between elements unless each group is part of a 

subset. 

 Avoid even a split second of confusion over whether a headline, subhead, caption, graphic, etc., 

belongs with its related material. Create a relationship among elements with close proximity. 

 Don't create a relationships with elements that don't belong together! If they are not related, 

move them apart from each other. 


